Jumeirah Golf Estate
The Jumeirah Golf Estate provides golfers of all ages and skills the chance to play two exhilarating
and challenging championship layouts each one providing unmatchable playing characteristics.
The par 72 Fire and Earth courses measure 7,480 yards and 7,706 yards respectively from the
championship tees. The course layout is highly unique, each holes integrated seamlessly with the
natural desert landscape. From their ingenious shaping and sculptured bunkers to the impressive
presentation and attention to detail making each hole as spectacular as the next fairways and
greens are surrounded by lakes and indigenous plants with an amazing background filled with
grasses and mature trees. Both the Fire and Earth courses are highly reputable and have hosted
the DP World Tour Championship.
The Fire course is bordered by a wide diversity of attractive flora cautiously selected to reflect the
overall theme and to improve its natural scenery. The undulating landscape creates a more
interesting level of play. The course is visually appealing and can captivate even those who do not
golf. The Fire course requires good strategy. Aiming directly at the flag may not always be the best
approach which gives Fire a strong sense of classic links-style play.
The Earth course is inspired by the great grassland courses of Europe and North America. Earth has
hosted the DP World Tour Championship. The rolling fairways and vivid white bunker make each
hole picture perfect. The richness of nature is reflected in the many lakes throughout the
experience which are home to a countless of wildlife. The last 4 holes play beside water bodies in a
winding creek running the full length of the final hole.
Designer
: Greg Norman
Holes / Par / Yardage
: 36 holes/ Par 72 / 7,480 yards and 7,706 yards
Established
: 2008
Green / Caddy / Buggy Fees: 395-495 AED (include buggy fees)/ NA / NA
Distance
: 22 km south-west of Dubai City Center

